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El Greco. The Burial of Count Orgaz, (Santo 

Tomé, Toledo, Spain), 1586, oil on canvas 

 

Domenikos Theotokopoulos (1541-1614) 

arrived in 1577 after working for ten years in 

Italy.  El Greco (“The Greek”), as he is called, 

was trained as an icon painter in the 

Byzantine manner in his native Crete, then 

under Venetian rule. In about 1566, he went 

to Venice and entered Titian’s shop, but he 

must also have closely studied the paintings 

of Tintoretto and Veronese.   

 

From about 1570 to 1577, he worked in Rome, 

apparently without finding sufficient 

patronage.  Probably encouraged by Spanish 

Church officials he met in Rome, El Greco 

immigrated to Toledo, where he was given 

major commissions.   

 

He apparently hoped for a court appointment, 

but Philip II disliked the one large painting he 

had commissioned from the artist for El 

Escorial and never gave him work again. 



In 1586, El Greco was 

commissioned to paint a large 

canvas illustrating a legend from 

the fourteenth century, The Burial 

of Count Orgaz.  The count had 

been a great benefactor of the 

Church, and at his funeral Saints 

Augustine and Stephen were said to 

have appeared and lowered his 

body into his tomb as his soul 

simultaneously was seen ascending 

to heaven.  

 

In El Greco’s painting, the 

miraculous burial takes place 

slightly off-center in the foreground, 

while Orgaz’s tiny ghostly soul is 

lifted by an angel along the central 

axis through the heavenly hosts 

toward the enthroned Christ at the 

apex of the canvas. 



The priest portrayed reading is 

Andres Nuñez, who, at the time in 

question, was responsible for the 

parish of Santo Tomé. It is to him 

that we owe the existence of this 

painting.  

 

The Count had stipulated that 

after his death the residents of 

Orgaz were to make an annual 

donation to the church of Santo 

Tome, in which he was buried.  In 

1564, they refused to do so, and 

Andres Nuñez de Madrid brought 

a lawsuit that eventually forced 

the town to resume the donation. 



This kind of mysticism is similar in 

character to the Spiritual Exercises 

of Ignatius of Loyola.  St. Ignatius 

sought to make visions so real that 

they would seem to appear before 

the very eyes of the faithful.  Such 

mysticism could be achieved only 

through fervent devotion.  That 

effort is mirrored in the intensity of 

El Greco’s work, which fully retains 

a feeling of spiritual struggle. 



The figure supporting the Count’s feet is St. Stephen (died 35 CE).  He is 

portrayed with the saint’s traditional gentle and youthful features and wears the 

dress of a deacon. St. Augustine (354-430 CE) wears fine robes decorated with 

images of the saints.  He is recognizable by his bishop’s miter; he was a man of 

religious fervor and the church’s great early theologian.  



Already in 1588, people were flocking to Orgaz to see the painting. This immediate 

popular reception depended, however, on the life-like portrayal of the notable men 

of Toledo of the time. It was the custom for the eminent and noble men of the town 

to assist the burial of the noble-born, and it was stipulated in the contract that the 

scene should be represented in this manner. 

 

The boy pointing so meaningfully at the saint was El Greco’s son; his year of birth, 

1578, can be deciphered on his handkerchief.  When his father painted the 

miracle, he was eight years old. 



The Dormition (seen here in a Byzantine icon) was suggested as the compositional 

model for The Burial of the Count of Orgaz. Other influences include the dramatic 

energy of Venetian art and the elongated figures and ambiguous space of Mannerism.  



El Greco’s Heaven comes in muted 

tones; only the Virgin Mary is 

somewhat brighter in color.  The 

figure behind her is Peter with his 

keys; further down are the Old 

Testament figures: King David 

with his harp, Moses and the stone 

tablets of the Decalogue, Noah and 

his ark.  John the Baptist kneels 

opposite Mary, while Jesus Christ 

is enthroned on high.   

 

El Greco depicts the soul of the 

dead Gonzalo Ruiz (the count) as 

the transparent figure of a child 

borne up in the arms of an angel.  

The soul’s progress appears 

obstructed, however, or restricted 

to a narrow strait between two 

converging clouds. 



During the Protestant Reformation, it 

was the demotion of their most highly 

venerated Virgin Mary that disturbed 

the Spaniards most.   

 

Luther, so it was reported, had said 

Mary was no holier than any other 

Christian believer, while yet another 

Reformer had said that if Mary had 

been a purse full of gold before 

Christ’s birth, she was an empty 

purse afterwards, and that anybody 

who prayed to the Virgin was 

committing blasphemy by exalting a 

woman to the rank of a god. 

 

Seated among the company of Heaven 

is King Philip II of Spain. Philip’s 

vision was to create a united Catholic 

Europe under Spanish leadership.  



Diego Rodriguez de Silva y 

Velázquez (1599-1660), is the 

best-known painter to emerge 

from the Caravaggesque school 

of Seville. During his early 

years, he painted figural works 

set in taverns, markets, or 

kitchens, showing still lifes of 

various foods and kitchen 

utensils. 
Diego Velázquez. The Water Carrier of 

Seville, 1623, oil on canvas 



Diego Velázquez. Las Meninas, 

1656, oil on canvas 

 

Perhaps his most striking and 

enigmatic work is the enormous 

multiple portrait, nearly 10 feet tall 

and 9 feet wide, known as Las 

Meninas (The Maids of Honor). 

Painted in 1656, near the end of the 

artist’s life, this painting continues 

to reveal its creator’s complex 

conception. It draws the viewer 

directly into its action, for the 

viewer is standing, apparently, in 

the space occupied by King Philip 

IV and his queen, whose reflections 

can be seen in the large mirror on 

the back wall.  The central focus, 

however, is on the couple’s five year 

old daughter, the Infanta (Princess) 

Margarita, surrounded by her 

attendants, most of whom are 

identifiable portraits. 

 



We are told that the king often visited 

Velázquez in his studio as he worked on 

Las Meninas, which on completion was 

hung in the king’s lower apartments. 

 

We know that the room depicted 

actually existed in the Alcazar palace. 

The two adults in shadow behind the 

ladies in waiting are functionaries and 

officials of the palace (the widow 

Marcella Ulloa inclines her head 

slightly), and in the background, 

silhouetted against the light of the 

doorway, is José Nieto, another palace 

official, known as an Apostentador.  

 

The paintings hanging on the back wall 

include a version of Rubens’s Pallas and 

Arachne. Velázquez’s rich, painterly 

style and love of color was greatly 

influenced by the many masterpieces of 

Rubens and Titian in the Spanish Royal 

Collection in Madrid.  



 

The artist challenges us to match the mirror image against the paintings on the same wall, 

and against the “picture” of the man in the open doorway.  Although the side lighting and 

strong contrasts of light and dark still suggest the influence of Caravaggio, Velazquez’ 

technique is far more subtle, with delicate glazes setting off the impasto of the highlights.  

 

Velázquez’s personal pride in his own status- as a “divine” artist and member of the royal 

circle- is evident in his self-confident stance and raised paintbrush.  The red cross on his 

black tunic is the emblem of the Order of Santiago, of which Velázquez became a knight in 

1659.  Since the painting was completed in 1656, the cross must have been a later addition. 



Velazquez is not painting, but standing 

back, paintbrush in hand, thinking, to 

stress that his art is an intellectual 

activity which depends more on the mind 

than on manual dexterity.   

 

He is also richly dressed, with a key 

hanging from his belt to indicate his 

condition as a man of property, and a 

cross of St James on his chest.   

 

Behind him, up high, two mythological 

scenes can be made out (Minerva and 

Arachne and Apollo and Marsyas) which 

also allude to the noble status of art.   

 

Similarly, the very fact that he is 

carrying out such an important mission 

as the portrayal of members of the royal 

family is further proof of the importance 

of his work. 



The Infanta Margarita (1651-1673), wears white and appears in the center of the 

composition, surrounded by her ladies in waiting, the “meninas” María Agustina de 

Sarmiento and Isabel de Velasco, along with two court buffoons, María Bárbola and 

Nicolasito Pertusato, and a mastiff. Behind her, the duenna Marcela de Ulloa 

converses with the quartermaster, José Nieto, who is in the doorway. he most 

common assumption is that the reflection shows the couple in the pose they are 

holding for Velázquez as he paints them, while their daughter watches; and that the 

painting therefore shows their view of the scene. 



The Infanta Margarita (1651-1673), wears white and appears in the center of the 

composition, surrounded by her ladies in waiting, the “meninas” María Agustina de 

Sarmiento and Isabel de Velasco, along with two court buffoons, María Bárbola and 

Nicolasito Pertusato, and a mastiff. Behind her, the duenna Marcela de Ulloa 

converses with the quartermaster, José Nieto, who is in the doorway. The most 

common assumption is that the reflection shows the couple in the pose they are 

holding for Velázquez as he paints them, while their daughter watches; and that the 

painting therefore shows their view of the scene. 



According to this interpretation, the 

viewer stands in the very space 

occupied by King Philip and his queen, 

whose reflections can be seen in the 

large mirror on the back wall, perhaps 

a clever reference to Jan van Eyck’s 

Double Portrait of Giovanni Arnolfini 

and his Wife, which was a part of the 

Spanish royal collection at this time.  

 

Echoing pictorially the claim made in 

Jan’s signature, Velázquez himself is 

also present.  



For political reasons, Margaret Theresa was 

betrothed as a child to her maternal uncle and 

paternal cousin, Leopold I, Holy Roman 

Emperor. Her father stipulated that she 

should maintain her position in the line of 

succession to the Spanish throne and would 

pass her succession rights to her descendants, 

something Leopold I gladly accepted. 
 

In the summer of 1666, saddened by her 

father's death on 17 September 1665, the 15 

year old Infanta left her native Spain and 

traveled to Austria. She was accompanied by 

several Spanish attendants, and was solemnly 

welcomed by her future husband, her uncle 

Leopold.  

 

Despite the difference in their ages, some 11 

years, they were very happy together, as they 

shared a number of interests, especially 

theatre and music. After giving birth to four 

children, and weakened by many miscarriages, 

Margaret Theresa died at the age of 21. 



The completely dispassionate way in which 

the grotesque ugliness of the female dwarf is 

recorded makes us believe in the exquisite 

beauty of the Infanta and her attendants 

Ironically, despite her miniature size, she 

becomes the focal point of this large canvas. 

For the king, doubtlessly she represented the 

future of France, the possession to be utilized 

to extend Spanish power through marriage. 

Her stiff pose contrasts with the relatively 

relaxed ones of her companions, suggesting 

that her life is governed by formality and 

protocol. 



Dwarfs and jesters had been a feature of European 

courts and aristocratic mansions for a long time.  

Their portraits often decorated the palaces of their 

masters. Mari-Barbola, stands behind the dog in 

Las Meninas.  Her grim features and dark dress 

serve to accentuate the Infanta’s delicate beauty  

 

Velázquez’s earliest portraits of any such court 

retainer is one of the buffoon Calabazas holding a 

small bust portrait of a woman in one hand and in 

the other a pinwheel.  This children’s toy, known in 

Spanish by a large variety of names, such as 

rehilandera, rehilete, reguilete or molinillo de papel, 

had long been regarded as an attribute of Folly.   



Diego Velázquez. Bufón don 

Sebastián de Morra, c. 1645 

 

Velázquez ’s portraits of dwarfs and 

jesters show no elaboration of 

caricatured traits or the pervasive 

rhythm of farce.  His mind’s eye 

was not focused on the mode of life 

and feeling that made those court 

retainers fashionable.  There is, in 

fact, neither irony nor melancholy 

in his likenesses of men whose role 

was to act out, for the pleasure of 

the king and his courtiers their 

feelings and proclivities,  even their 

infirmities.   

 

He used light, shade and the 

pigment’s texture to make them 

into enduring, individual images of 

cloddish men.  Velazquez’ approach 

to the clowning of dwarfs and 

jesters resulted indeed in a sheer- 

or stoic- depiction of human nature. 



The cleaning of Las Meninas in 1984 

revealed much about Velazquez’s 

methods. He used a minimum of 

underdrawing, building up his forms 

with layers of loosely applied paint and 

finishing off the surfaces with dashing 

highlights in white, lemon yellow, and 

pale orange.  

 

Rather than using light to model 

volumes in the time-honored manner, 

Velázquez tried to depict the optical 

properties of light reflecting from 

surfaces. On close inspection his forms 

dissolve into a maze of individual 

strokes of paint.  



In America people are born in diverse colors, customs, temperaments and languages. 

From the Spaniard and the Indian is born the mestizo, usually humble, quiet and 

simple.  

 

So states an inscription on José Joaquín Magón’s painting, The Mestizo, made in New 

Spain (Spanish colonial Mexico) during the second half of the eighteenth century. The 

painting displays a Spanish father and Indigenous mother with their son, and it 

belongs to a larger series of works that seek to document the inter-ethnic mixing 

occurring in New Spain among Europeans, indigenous peoples, Africans, and the 

existing mixed-race population. This genre of painting, known as pinturas de castas, or 

casta paintings, attempts to capture reality, yet they are largely fictions. 

José Joaquín Magón, El Mestizo/The 

Mestizo, second half of the eighteenth 

century, oil on canvas 



Casta Painting, 18th century, oil on 

canvas 

 

Typically, casta paintings display a 

mother, father, and a child (sometimes 

two). This family model is possibly 

modeled on depictions of the Holy 

Family showing the Virgin Mary, saint 

Joseph, and Christ as a child.  

 

Casta paintings are often labeled with a 

number and a textual inscription that 

documents the mixing that has occurred.  

 

The numbers and textual inscriptions on 

casta paintings create a racial taxonomy, 

akin to a scientific taxonomy. In this 

way, casta paintings speak to 

Enlightenment concerns, specifically the 

notion that people can be rationally 

categorized based on their ethnic 

makeup and appearance. 



Spaniard and Indian Produce a Mestizo, 

attributed to Juan Rodríguez Juárez, c. 1715, oil 

on canvas 

 

The first position of the casta series is always a 

Spanish man and an elite Indigenous woman, 

accompanied by their offspring: a mestizo, which 

denotes a person born of these two parents. As 

the casta series progresses and the mixing 

increases, some of the names used in casta 

paintings to label people demonstrate social 

anxiety over inter-ethnic mixing and can often be 

pejorative. 

 

For instance, a Spaniard and a mestizo produce a 

castizo (“burned tree”), while a Spaniard and a 

morisco (a muslim who had been forced to convert 

to Christianity) produce an albino torna atrás 

(“Return-Backwards”) and a No te entiendo (“I-

Don’t-Understand-You”) with a Cambuja 

(offspring of an Indian woman and African man) 

makes a tente en el aire (“Hold-Yourself-in-Mid-

Air”). Indigenous peoples who chose to live 

outside “civilized” social norms and were not 

Christian were labeled mecos, or barbarians. 



Casta paintings convey the perception that the more European you are, the closer to 

the top of the social and racial hierarchy you belong. Pure-blooded Spaniards always 

occupy the preeminent position in casta paintings and are often the best dressed and 

most “civilized.” Clearly, casta paintings convey the notion that one’s social status is 

tied to one’s perceived racial makeup. 



The painting displays a simple composition, with a mother and father flanking two 

children, one of whom is a servant carrying the couple’s baby. The indigenous mother, 

dressed in a beautiful huipil (traditional woman’s garment worn by indigenous women 

from central Mexico to parts of Central America) with lace sleeves and wearing 

sumptuous jewelry, turns to look at her husband as she gestures towards her child. 

Her husband, who wears French-style European clothing including a powdered wig, 

gazes down at the children with his hand either resting on his wife’s arm or his child’s 

back. The young servant looks upwards to the father. The family appears calm and 

harmonious, even loving.  



This is not always the case, however. 

Often as the series progresses, discord 

can erupt among families or they are 

displayed in tattered, torn, and 

unglamorous surroundings. People 

also appear darker as they become 

more mixed. Casta paintings from the 

second half of the eighteenth century 

in particular focus more on families 

living in less ideal conditions as they 

become more racially mixed. Earlier 

series, like Rodríguez Juáre’s, often 

display all families wearing more 

fanciful attire. 



Miguel Cabrera. From Mestizo and 

Indian, Coyote, 1763, oil on canvas 

 

Another feature of casta paintings 

after 1760 is their inclusion of objects, 

food products, flora, and fauna to 

signify the natural abundance of the 

Americas. 

 

In Cabrera’s set, there are depictions 

of local fruits (a pineapple), animals (a 

parrot and an armadillo), and textiles 

(an assortment of petticoats or 

xilotepeques used by native women).  

 

This painting, for example, includes a 

sampling of local vegetables in the 

lower left corner. On one level, the 

representation of these “typical” 

objects was meant to satisfy the 

European taste for the exotic: like 

most casta paintings.  



But who commissioned these works 

and why? The existing evidence 

suggests that some of these casta 

series were commissioned by viceroys, 

or the stand-in for the Spanish King in 

the Americas, who brought some casta 

series to Spain upon their return.  

 

Other series were commissioned for 

important administrators. However, 

little is known about the patrons of 

casta paintings in general. Yet, we can 

infer to a degree who might have 

commissioned such paintings. Because 

casta paintings reflect increasing 

social anxieties about inter-ethnic 

mixing, it is possible that elites who 

claimed to be of pure blood, and who 

likely found the dilution of pure-

bloodedness alarming, were among 

those individuals who commissioned 

casta paintings. 



Casta paintings have sometimes been 

interpreted as souvenirs for Spanish 

audiences. The inclusion of local 

foodstuffs, flora, and fauna in many of 

these images suggests that they were 

celebrations of colonial prosperity.  

 

More recent scholarship, however, has 

noted that the paintings were created 

for local residents as well as Spanish 

viewers back in Europe, and argued 

that socio-political concerns were a 

greater factor in the creation of casta 

paintings than scientific interest in 

categorization and lineage. 



Miguel Cabrera, Portrait of Sor Juana 

Inés de la Cruz, c. 1750, oil on canvas  

 

Miguel Cabrera’s posthumous portrait 

of sor Juana Inés de la Cruz (1648-

1695) is a famous depiction of the 

esteemed Mexican nun and writer. 

Considered the first feminist of the 

Americas, sor Juana lived as a nun of 

the Jeronymite order (named for St. 

Jerome) in seventeenth-century 

Mexico.  

 

Rather than marry, she chose to 

become a nun so she could pursue her 

intellectual interests. She 

corresponded with scientists, 

theologians, and other literary 

intellectuals in Mexico and abroad. 

She wrote poetry and plays that 

became internationally famous, and 

even engaged in theological debates.  



Born to a creole family in 1648, sor 

Juana was a child prodigy. At the age 

of fifteen, she amazed people at court 

by excelling at an oral exam that 

tested her knowledge of physics, 

philosophy, theology, and 

mathematics.  

 

She came to live as a lady in waiting 

in the house of the viceroy (the 

substitute or representative for the 

Spanish king in Mexico). Shortly 

afterwards, she chose to become a nun 

instead of marry. She entered the 

Carmelite convent in 1667, but left a 

year later to join the Jeronymite order 

in 1669—and in the process gained 

intellectual freedom. The Jeronymite 

order allowed her to host intellectual 

gatherings and live a comfortable life.  



In 1690 she became involved in an ecclesiastical 

dispute between the bishops of Mexico City and 

Puebla. She responded to the criticism she 

received as a woman writer, which culminated 

in one of her most famous works: The Answer 

(1691). This work defended her right as a 

woman to write and to be a scholar. At one she 

claimed that “I do not study in order to write, 

nor far less in order to teach (which would be 

boundless arrogance in me), but simply to see 

whether by studying I may become less 

ignorant. This is my answer, and these are my 

feelings. . . .” 

 

Despite her eloquent defense, the Church forced 

her to relinquish her literary pursuits and even 

her library. When she sold her library and 

musical and scientific instruments, she wrote a 

document that renounced her learning, which 

ended with “I, Sor Juana Inés de la Cruz, the 

worst in the world,” signed in her own blood. 

After giving up her intellectual pursuits, she 

cared for the infirm during an epidemic but she 

fell sick and passed away. 



Miguel Cabrera positions sor Juana in 

such a way that the portrait insists on her 

status as an intellectual. He never actually 

met sor Juana, so he likely based his image 

of her on earlier portraits of her, possibly 

even some self-portraits.  

 

Cabrera likely modeled this painting on 

images of male scholars seated at their 

desks. Most importantly, he possibly found 

inspiration in depictions of St. Jerome, the 

patron saint of sor Juana’s religious order. 

Images often portray St. Jerome seated at 

a desk within a study, surrounded by 

books and instruments of learning.  



In many ways this is a typical nun 

portrait of eighteenth-century Mexico. 

Sor Juana wears the habit of her 

religious order, the Jeronymites.  

 

She also wears an escudo de monja, or 

nun’s badge, on her chest underneath 

her chin. Escudos de monja were often 

painted, occasionally woven, and they 

usually displayed the Virgin Mary. Sor 

Juana’s escudo shows the 

Annunciation, the moment in which 

the archangel Gabriel informs Mary 

that she will bear the son of God.  

 

Her left hand toys with a rosary, while 

she turns a page of an open book with 

her right hand. The book is a text by 

St. Jerome, the saint after whom her 

religious order was named. 

Left: Escudo de monja, 18th century, oil 

on copper with tortoiseshell frame 



Cabrera’s portrait differs from other 

nun portraits in several important 

ways. She looks towards us, her gaze 

direct and assertive, as she sits at a 

desk, surrounded by her library and 

instruments of learning. The library 

here includes books on philosophy, 

natural science, theology, mythology, 

and history, and so it reflects the types 

of works in sor Juana’s own library. 

Writing implements rest on the table, 

a clear allusion to sor Juana’s written 

works and intellectual pursuits.  

 

The rosary—a sign of her religious 

life—is juxtaposed with items 

signifying her intellectual life. The 

books, the desk, the quills and inkwell 

aid in conveying her intellectual 

status. The red curtain, common in 

elite portraiture of this period, also 

confers upon her a high status. 



Juan de Miranda (attributed), Portrait of 

Sor Juana Ines de la Cruz, 1713, oil on 

canvas 

 

The portrait attributed to Juan de Miranda 

(active c. 1694-1714) is considered the 

earliest and perhaps the one nearest a 

likeness since, despite a lack of consensus, 

some scholars believe it was painted from 

life. 

 

On the other hand, Miguel Cabrera’s 

famous portrait of the nun, painted almost 

fifty years after her death, ranks as one of 

the most precious jewels of its time, 

although it can hardly claim to be a 

“portrait” in the modern sense at all.  

 

In the final lines of the inscription in the 

cartouche at the bottom of his painting, 

Cabrera himself records his dependence on 

Miranda’s version, then hanging in the 

accounting office of the Jeronymite convent. 
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